Directional two-piece mounted Doppler radar.

**K-band Mounts (front)**
- Default: Suction cup with 2 ball
- Optional: Windshield, permanent mount
- Optional: Interceptor mount

**K-band Mounts (rear)**
- Default: Rear deck
- Optional: Windshield, permanent mount
- Optional: Interceptor mount

**Ka-band Mounts (front)**
- Default: Windshield, permanent mount
- Optional: 2-ball suction mount

**Ka-band Mounts (rear)**
- Default: Rear deck
- Optional: Windshield, permanent mount
- Optional: 2-ball suction mount

**Display Mounts**
- Default: Bail mount
- Optional: 2 ball suction mount (separation kit required)

**High performance K and Ka**

**DuraTrak® target tracking**

**Confident tracking history**
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